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I 

 

Abstract 

The effectiveness of mobile learning systems in helping learners to acquire 

learning in different subjects has been demonstrated in several researches. Since 

acquiring programming language is a challenging task, this research focuses on the 

advantage of mobile learning and considers the complexity of the programming 

language acquisition process. In addition, it utilizes the teaching of programming 

language skills using visualization. Various methodologies were implemented in 

different system Lifecycle phases. The system is analyzed based on the Koole (2009) 

FRAME model, designed with software modelling approaches implemented in a 

Codeigniter framework. The system has been evaluated using a usability test, 

satisfaction survey and learning outcomes evaluation quiz. The evaluation carried out 

inadequate learning outcome achievement rate with a good satisfaction scale and 

highlights a range of usability issues. The students were able to acquire the 

declarative-conceptual knowledge and Declarative-conceptual knowledge through 

system lessons and provided visual objects. 
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Chapter One 

١ Introduction  

١.١ Overview  

In recent years, the number of mobile device users has increased rapidly, with six 

billion mobile subscriptions taken out by the end of 2011 according to the 

International Telecommunication Union (2011) estimation. In addition, mobile 

technology has been enhanced and new technology adapted to mobile devices, 

including the newest ITC technologies, high definition display technology and an 

interactive mobile operating system.  

Such a high number of users and developed mobile technologies indicate that 

mobile technology has the potential to offer motivating and interesting approaches to 

teach (Dawson, 2007). Mobile learning has recently been given more attention and a 

number of studies have been completed on the use of mobile technology for learning 

purposes. Some of these studies have been general and others have targeted specific 

subjects such as second language acquisition (Liu and Tan, 2007), nursing (Kenny et al., 

2009) and learning technical terms (Fotouhi-Ghazvini et al., 2009).  

Much research has focused on programming language acquisition through 

different e-learning techniques (Hernandez et al., ٢٠١٠; Mungunsukh and Cheng, 

٢٠٠٢; Chen et al., ٢٠٠٨). Most of this research has been carried out in response to 

serious problems with the traditional approach taken to teaching programming 

language and high drop-outs from the fundamental courses on programming language. 
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However, the researches that aim to use mobile learning to improve the process of 

learning programming language are very limited. 

١.٢ Problem Statement 

Research therefore shows that using mobile technologies has a positive impact 

for learning purposes in different educational subjects, including information 

technology, examples of which include the MOMBO city game (Fotouhi-Ghazvini et al., 

2009) and Detective Alavi (Fotouhi-Ghazvini et al., 2011a).  This project aims to teach 

programming language fundamentals through mobile learning and visualization. The 

Koole (٢٠٠٩) Framework for the Rational Analysis of Mobile Education (FRAME) model 

will be used to analyze the mobile learning environment. Higher College of Technology 

in Oman provides various programming language courses in different levels. This 

project targets second-year students  who does not involved in any programming 

language courses.  

١.٣ Objectives 

The main objective of this project is to design a mobile application that utilizes 

mobile phone features for the purpose of Java programming language acquisition. In 

addition, the project has the following sub-objectives: 

• Study the programming language acquisition process and associated challenges. 

• Study the effectiveness of mobile learning techniques for learning programming 

language. 

• Design a usable educational mobile application. 
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١.٤ Proposed Methodology 

The proposed methodology of this dissertation is implemented through four 

different stages. 

ANALYSIS STAGE: At this stage, the mobile learning environment is analyzed based on 

Koole’s (٢٠٠٩) Framework for the Rational Analysis of Mobile Education (FRAME) 

model in order to cover all mobile learning aspects and identify system requirements. 

DESIGN STAGE: Before the system is implemented in reality, the design stage provides 

an overall view of the system using different modelling approaches including logical 

modelling, functional modelling, behaviour modelling and database modelling.   

IMPLEMENTATION STAGE: During this stage, the system will be implemented and coded 

using CodeIgniter PHP frameworks with the MySQL database server. 

EVALUATION STAGE: According to Sharples (٢٠٠٩), a useful approach to evaluate a 

particular mobile learning system is to address its usability, effectiveness and 

satisfaction. For each aspect, a different method has been used.  

Usability: The usability evaluation will be based on heuristic evaluation. 

Satisfaction: The user satisfaction will be measured through a general attitude survey 

covering all system facilities and activities. 

Effectiveness: a short quiz will be completed to assess system learning outcomes. The 

quiz is established after a short experiment including a one hour session of system 

usage by twenty HCT second year students.   
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١.٥ Report Structure  

The content of this report is organized in six chapters; the first two chapters are 

introductory chapters while the other four illustrate the programming life cycle 

phases. 

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION – This chapter contains the problem description and 

project objectives with a short overview on mobile learning research. 

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW – This chapter reviews the project related issues and 

defines the mobile learning aspects. In addition, it reviews the programming language 

acquisition challenges and related research. 

CHAPTER THREE: ANALYSES – In this chapter, the analysis phase includes analysis of the 

mobile devices environment and the project requirements and specifications. 

CHAPTER FOUR: DESIGN – This chapter outlines the process of designing the system using 

appropriate modelling approaches.  

CHAPTER FIVE: IMPLEMENTATION – This chapter involves system implementation and 

configuration. 

CHAPTER SIX: SYSTEM EVALUATION – This chapter evaluates the application and highlights 

the outcomes and weakness of the system.  

CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK – This chapter concludes the dissertation 

and outlines the findings of the dissertation. In addition, it contains an indication of the 

future work. 
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١.٦ Project Plan  

The work for this project will be guided by the following plan. The project plan is 

divided into project Lifecycle phases and each phase consists of at least one task. Since 

the project involves product and dissertation reports, some tasks should be performed 

concurrently. 

Table ١.١ Project Plan 

Task 

no. 

Phase  Task Parallel task  Date  

١ Literature 

study 

Literature study  • ٢٦th – ٥th 

July 

٢ Analyses  • Collect the system 

requirements and 
analyse Mobile Learning 

Framework 

• Literature 

study  

• ٦th – ١٢th 

July  

٣ Design  • Design the logical 

model of the system  

• Design the functional 

modelling  

• Design the 
environmental 

modelling  

• Design the behaviour 

modelling  

• Design system database  

• Prepare the 

coding 

environment 

and 

determine 

an 

appropriate 

technology 
 

• ١٣th- ١٤th 

July 

• ١٥th -١٦th 

July  

• ١٧th – ١٨th 
July  

• ١٩th July  

• ٢٠th July 

٤ Implement

ation 
• Coding the system   • ٢١st – ١٠th 

Aug  

٥ Testing and 

evaluation  
• Evaluate the system  

• Perform usability test  

• Evaluate the learning 

outcomes   

 • ١١th – ٢٠th 

Aug  

• ١٣th – ١٥th 

Aug 

• ١٦th – ١٩th 

Aug  

٦ Reporting  • Finalizing the report 

and add appropriate 

appendices  

 • ٢١st – ٢٨th 

Aug  
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Chapter Two  

٢ Literature Review  

٢.١ Mobile Learning  

Mobile learning is considered to be a new concept (Kukulska-Hulme, ٢٠٠٥) and a 

fast growing subject area with a number of researches (Traxler, ٢٠٠٩). Substantial 

studies have been carried out on improving education through mobile technology, 

since most people find mobile devices to be extremely interesting and do not have 

space and time constraints. With the portability features and embedded technologies 

such as wireless connectivity in mobile devices, learning materials could become 

available without time constraints. In addition, the rapid development and deployment 

of mobile technologies ensures a solid infrastructure and a large audience for mobile 

learning. In terms of research, there has been significant growth in the number of 

conferences, seminars and workshops dedicated to mobile learning research such as 

MLEARN conferences and the International Workshop on Wireless and Mobile 

Technologies in Education (WMTE) conferences. Moreover, the number of mobile 

learning references cited in general conferences has also increased. 

 Dawson (٢٠٠٧) suggests there are five features of mobile technologies that 

make them easily adopted in the learning process: (١) The cost of the technology in 

terms of hardware prices whereby the technical support expenses are lower than 

those of a desktop computer; (٢) The learner can contribute and interact through 
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his/her own private device; (٣) The portability and size of the mobile device gives the 

learner an opportunity to access the learning process at anytime and anywhere; (٤) 

The user can share facilities which can be used in idea and information contribution 

and; (٥) Mobile technologies are usually designed for normal users who have no 

technical background and are thus easy to use. 

٢.١.١ Definitions  

There is significant debate around the definition of mobile learning. From a 

number of researches, various definitions have been introduced to describe mobile 

learning. Fotouhi-Ghazvini et al. (٢٠١١) classified these into four different categories 

based on their orientation: Technology-Oriented, Electronic (e) Learning-Oriented, 

Location Oriented and Communication Interaction-Oriented definitions. In the first 

category the definition for mobile learning is based on the technology used in the 

learning activities, while in the second category mobile learning is defined as an 

extension of e-learning since it includes projects that aim to extend the available e-

learning systems to take advantage of mobile devices. In the third category of location 

oriented definitions, mobile learning is described through its mobility feature. In the 

forth category, learning is considered as a “constructive and social process”, where 

mobile learning communication interaction is not only described as a formal learning 

process but also includes lifelong learning.  

Fotouhi-Ghazvini et al. (٢٠١١) argued that the technology-Oriented, Location-

Oriented and Communication Interaction-Oriented definitions ignore the pedagogical 

part of the learning process which should be a priority when determining the 
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technologies and tools that should be used in the educational process, while the E-

learning oriented definitions fail to define the differences between mobile learning and 

e-learning. Hence, a definition for mobile learning should attempt to cover the 

pedagogical requirement and the framework including the educational objectives.  

On the other hand, Winters (٢٠٠٧) argued that the problem is in the difficulty 

with characterizing the unique nature of mobile learning. As a response to this, the 

participants of the Kaleidoscope Network of Excellence Mobile Learning Initiative 

(KNOEMLI) workshop were asked to define the unique characteristic of mobile 

learning. In addition, they attempted to shift the mobile learning definition from 

concentrating on its “anywhere” and “anytime” availability aspect to the 

transformative nature of mobile learning or how through mobile learning the learner 

can now achieve what could not be achieved before. Due to the little evidence 

available on existing applications in terms of the analysis of the transformative aspect 

of mobile learning, the participants experimented with a short mobile learning 

scenario. They concluded with the following implications:  

• Mobile learning is most beneficial when used as a mediating tool and 

implemented with other existing educational tools. 

• The design of mobile learning activities can be enhanced by identifying 

learners’ personal relationships, the learning content and when and where the 

learning occurs. 

• By addressing the previous aspect, mobile learning can work as part of a 

complete distributed learning network. 
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They concluded by stating that “Mobile learning applications are best viewed as 

mediating tools in the learning process” and presented a map of mediated learning 

and its correlated factors as shown in figure ٢.١. They addressed all factors that 

characterize mediated learning. 

Regardless of the debate around the definition of mobile learning, a definition 

has yet to be found that covers all aspects of mobile learning.  However, some 

definitions have been agreed on by the specialized research organization in mobile 

learning, the MoLeNet Academy. The MoLeNet (n.d) project defines mobile learning as 

“The exploitation of ubiquitous handheld technologies, together with wireless and 

mobile phone networks, to facilitate, support, enhance and extend the reach of 

teaching and learning”.  

They describe mobile learning as an extension, an enhancement and a facility 

that support existing learning activity. The previously discussed arguments and 

MoLeNet’s definition concur that the technology plays a secondary role in the learning 

process and it works as part of the entire learning network to support and enhance the 

learning activity through mobile Technology such as wireless connections and Global 

Positioning System (GPS). 
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Figure  ٢.١ Mediated Learning Adapted from: (Winters, ٢٠٠٧)
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٢.١.٢ Mobile Technology  

The word “mobile” in terms of technology means portable and personal and it 

includes many types of devices such as the personal digital assistant (PDA), mobile 

phones and handheld game consoles (Naismith, ٢٠٠٤). However, addressing mobile 

device types is not as important as clarifying and identifying their embedded 

technologies. This section highlights mobile technologies in terms of their 

implementation in the field of mobile learning. 

٢.١.٢.١ Network Connectivity  

A number of network technologies have been used to provide network services 

in mobile devices. Some of these are designed for short range connection to allow data 

exchange between different mobile devices such as Bluetooth and Infrared, while 

some others aim to link the mobile devices with other wireless networks such as ٢G, 

٣G and ٤G technologies. In recent years, WI-Fi WLAN has been integrated to work in 

mobile devices. Hence, mobile devices can achieve a short range connection with high 

speed data transmission (Chenug et al., ٢٠٠٩).  

Short range technologies have been integrated as the medium in some mobile 

learning systems. Furthermore, the type of network technologies used in the mobile 

learning system can determine the learning cost (Zhang et al., ٢٠٠٧). Zhang et al. 

(٢٠٠٧) used Bluetooth technology since it has a lower price and lower power 

consumption. Their system has been designed based on a server client architecture 

which is limited to the range of Bluetooth devices. Likewise, Fotouhi-Ghazvini (٢٠١١a) 

integrates Bluetooth in mobile learning games to provide a social level of learning and 
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to support the student’s “intermental” ability which is based on their relationships 

between people and learning through socialization.  

In addition, mobile telecommunications technology supports mobile learning in 

terms of access to information and materials. Therefore, mobile telecommunications 

technology facilitates existing learning systems and extends them to work for mobile 

users (E-learning, ٢٠١٠). However, first stage mobile telecommunications technologies 

such as ٢G and ١G are limited to certain internet access speeds, rendering them 

inadequate for some e-learning systems that require a high internet access speed since 

they are based on learning through multimedia. Consequently, the innovation of the 

٣G communication system enhances mobile learning (Attewell, ٢٠٠٤). For instance, 

Zhang and Li (٢٠١١) introduce a mobile learning system based on ٣G technology. They 

used ٣G communication to exchange between end user data, audio and video and 

allow for face to face communication between student and teachers.  

Many schools, universities, colleges and institutes provide WI-Fi access on their 

own internal network. Moreover, WI-Fi technologies have been integrated with 

different types of mobile devices including mobile phones, tablet PCs, I pods, e-book 

readers and PDAs. Chenug et al. (٢٠٠٩) designed an interactive mobile system using a 

WI-Fi network to interact with its users in the range of a particular wireless network 

coverage area. The reason behind selecting WI-Fi over other network technologies is to 

reduce the usage cost for the user. In the case of a Chenug et al.’s system, it requires 

internet connection to retrieve the questions and check the answers from the 

university servers, which is not provided by other short range technologies such as 

Bluetooth and Infrared (IR).  
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٢.١.٢.٢ Camera and Audio Recorder 

Both the camera and the audio recorder have been utilized as learning tools in 

mobile learning systems. The availability of audio input technologies in mobile devices 

encourages researchers such as Motiwalla and Qin (٢٠٠٧) to implement speech 

recognition researches on mobile learning. Motiwalla and Qin propose a system 

architecture design that aims to enhance mobile learning systems from an accessibility 

perspective. The system targets blind mobile users. The result of system evaluation 

shows that users with partial and total disabilities can become involved in mobile 

learning using speech recognition technologies. In terms of the camera, Chen et al. 

(٢٠٠٤) used a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera embedded in a PDA device to 

capture a butterfly picture and transfer it to a butterfly-watching learning system, in 

order to compare the picture with pre-stored butterfly photos and retrieve it with its 

correlated stored information. Fotohi-Ghazivini (٢٠١١a) used the camera as a fast 

input method through Intelligence Quotient (IQ) images analyses to extract web 

Uniform Resource Locator (URL), mobile phone number or Short Message Service 

(SMS) messages.    

٢.١.٢.٣ Global Positioning System (GPS)  

A GPS sensor collects a real world date and supplies it to the mobile virtual 

environment with user location and orientation (Fotohi-Ghazivini, ٢٠١١b). Using GPS 

technologies, Li et al. (٢٠١٢) designed a visual interactive and location-base mobile 

learning application. Within the application, the student can capture a photo of a 

particular object and the image is then sent to an image recognition server with user 

location information. The recognition server recognizes the photo and retrieves object 
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correlated information from the database. In this case, the learner can acquire 

knowledge about real objects identified by mobile devices through GPS sensors. GPS 

Technology is more suitable for teaching and learning history and geography subjects 

(Fotohi-Ghazivini, ٢٠١١b). 

٢.١.٣ Mobile Learning and Visualization  

A number of researchers have stated that visualization has a positive impact on 

the learning process. The human cognition has a limited working memory capacity. 

Therefore, Sweller (٢٠٠٢) and Larkin and Simon (١٩٨٧) emphasize the need for 

visualization, since it leads to “ineractness” of information to reach memory 

organization without exceeding the limited working memory. In addition, visualization 

allows the learner to work with large amounts of data. For instance, the use of 

visualization to summarize text-base data allows the learner to acquire a substantial 

amount of information (Park, ٢٠٠٩). 

According to Hyungsung Park (٢٠٠٩), there are five benefits of using 

visualization. First, it is easy to identify the relationship between relevant information. 

Second, it provides a clear view of information appropriate for search and analysis 

processes. Third, visualization addresses key and useful information. Forth, 

visualization makes it possible to formulate a new approach to information processing. 

Finally, the capacity of recognition to either display or discover the information 

increases. 

The developments of displaying and sharing technologies have changed the 

method of expressing information in mobile devices from character-based systems to 

visual and audio systems such as images and sounds (Park, ٢٠٠٩). The result of Park’s 
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(٢٠٠٩) study on visualization in mobile learning environments shows the effectiveness 

of visualization in mobile learning compared to structure and non-structure text-based 

content.  

٢.٢ Programming Learning Acquisition 

Since the early ١٩٦٠s, researchers have designed a number of programming 

language environments that take into account the importance of making them 

accessible to a large number of individuals (Kelleher and Pausch, ٢٠٠٥). Programming 

language students need to acquire a wide range of knowledge and skills including 

knowledge of programming tools and language, effective approaches for system and 

program design and implementation and problem solving skills. The nature of 

programming language makes it difficult to acquire such skills and knowledge 

(Gavanelli and Rossi, ٢٠١٠; McIver, ٢٠٠٠). 

The required cognitive skills for programming are complex and demand the use 

of different forms of knowledge. Bayman and Mayer (١٩٨٨) identify three interrelated 

types of knowledge that are essential for the programmer. These types of knowledge 

are: 

• Syntax: a particular programming language rules and fact knowledge that 

explains how the programming language is used.  

• Conceptual: general knowledge about programming language construction and 

principles may be applied in different programming language environments. 
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• Strategic: programming language knowledge that is correlated to problem 

solving skill. 

The syntactic knowledge includes technical facts and rules to write a program with a 

particular language. However, it must be accompanied with programming principles 

that help to write a program with correct logic. Moreover, in order to find an effective 

and efficient approach to solve program problems through syntactic and conceptual 

knowledge, strategic knowledge is required (McGill and Volet, ١٩٩٧).  

In cognitive psychology literature studies, the knowledge is divided into three 

different forms. The first form is declarative knowledge which is defined as knowledge 

about the particular thing including facts, concepts and principles (Anderson, ١٩٧٦; 

Gagné et al., ١٩٩٣). The second form is procedural knowledge. Procedural knowledge 

is “the active use of [a] declarative knowledge base when solving problems” (McGill 

and Volet, ١٩٩٧, pp.٢٨٠). The third form represents a “know when, where and why” 

form of knowledge which is termed “conditional knowledge” (Paris et al., ١٩٨٣; 

Winograd and Chou Hare, ١٩٨٨).  

McGill and Volet (١٩٩٧) propose a conceptual framework for different forms of 

programming language knowledge in order to acquire a full understanding of the 

nature of programming language. They define five categories that express the 

component of programming knowledge illustrated in a two-dimensional model. Table 

٢.١ illustrates McGill and Volet’s (١٩٩٧) conceptual formwork component. 
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 ٢.١ Conceptual Framework of  the Various Components of Programming Knowledge  

Adapted from: McGill and Volet, ١٩٩٧, p. ٢٨٤  

Syntactic Knowledge Declarative Knowledge   Procedural Knowledge  

Knowledge of syntactic facts 

related to a particular 

language such as: 

• Knowing that a 

semicolon is needed to 

end each statement in 

Pascal. 

• The ability to explain 

the syntactic 

differences between a 

procedure and a 

function in BASIC. 

Ability to apply rules of 

syntax when programming 

such as:  

• Ability to write a 

syntactically correct 

REPEAT statement in 

Pascal. 

• The ability to open a 

text file and read 

from it using BASIC. 

Conceptual 

Knowledge  

Understanding of and ability to 

explain the semantics of the 

actions that take place as a 

program execution such as:  

• The ability to explain 

the function of a 

fragment of pseudo 

code.  

• Knowing the way in 

which the result of 

function activation is 

returned in a particular 

language. 

Ability to design solutions to 

programming problems such 

as:  

• The ability to design 

a procedure to 

compute the mean 

of some data. 

• The ability to modify 

a program that prints 

a ١-D array to print a 

٢-D array. 

Strategic/ Conditional Knowledge  

The ability to design, code and test a program to solve a novel problem. 

 

٢.٢.١ Novice Programmers  

One of the primary goals of programmers is to write an error-free program 

(Ebrahimi, ١٩٩٤). Hence, researchers developed some educational methods, revealing 
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the source code errors, though without explaining why they occur. They then 

developed a new technique that tries to explain the reason behind the error. However, 

this is still limited to syntax error and does not detect structural and logical errors 

(Phuong et al., ٢٠١٠).   

Programming errors are frequently made by novice programmers. Shuhidan et 

al. (٢٠٠٩) define novice programmers as “tertiary level students who are learning 

programming for the first time”, while other researchers such as Winslow (١٩٩٦) tend 

to define the more distinctive characteristics of the novice programmer. According to 

Winslow (١٩٩٦), novice programmers have very limited programming language 

knowledge and they conduct their programming in a “line-by-line” manner rather than 

coding the whole program through a purposeful structure. Moreover, they have a 

partial understanding of some programming concepts such as looping, array and 

recursive. Jackson et al. (٢٠٠٥) addressed the top ten errors that occurred during one 

semester of teaching novice programmers. The main errors included missing variable 

declarations, missing semicolons, wrong boolean expression, missing closing brackets, 

missing class-level variable type declarations, missing parentheses and equating two 

variables from different types. 

In addition to the previous syntax errors, the problem solving and program plan 

tasks are challenging for novice programmers (Ebrahimi, ١٩٩٤). Therefore, they make 

errors and attempt to merge pieces of code together without introducing any plan to 

solve the problem (Soloway, ١٩٨٦; Spohrer and Soloway, ١٩٨٦a, ١٩٨٦b). For instance, 

they may not understand how to combine two tasks such as requesting data entry and 

looping through the array since they are not able to create an algorithm or plan how to 
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merge these two tasks. According to Ebrahimi’s (١٩٩٤) study, the plan error occurs as 

a result of missing, malformed, misplaced or spurious steps. 

٢.٢.٢ Teaching Programming through Visualization  

The difficulties of teaching and learning programming and the problems of 

novice programmers have encouraged researchers to take advantage of visualization, 

since it helps the learner to understand the program behaviour more inclusively. 

Moreover, since it is a material, it is available any time for review at times when 

teachers are not available (Lahtinen and Ahoniemi, ٢٠١١).  

Lahtinen and Ahoniemi (٢٠١١) divided visualization into five categories based on 

the cognitive domains of Bloom’s taxonomy. The first category is illustrative 

visualization that expresses the ‘knowledge’ level of Bloom's taxonomy. They explain 

that Illustrative visualization can be supported by animation to reach the second level, 

the ‘comprehension’ level. The second category requires the learner to interact and 

participate with visual objects rather than following a visual illustration. This category 

is called utilizing visualization which is equivalent to the ‘application’ level of Bloom’s 

taxonomy. Problem solving visualization expects the learner to analyze problems in 

order to identify and seek their solutions. The fourth category is the ‘synthesis’ level 

which aims to help the learner to generate new solutions from acquired knowledge. 

This category is termed ‘productive visualization’. The last category involves discerning 

visualization. In this category the fifth level, ‘evaluation’, is required which is designed 

to assist the learner to assess and evaluate a particular program. 
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Chapter Three  

٣  System Analyses  

٣.١ Mobile Learning FRAME model   

Koole (٢٠٠٩) introduces The Framework for the Rational Analysis of Mobile 

Education (FRAME) model that involves the technical aspects of mobile devices in 

addition to the social and personal aspects of mobile learning.  The FRAME model is 

illustrated by a Venn diagram consisting of three main intersected aspects. Figure ٣.١ 

shows the three main aspects represented in three cycles, while the other four aspects 

are represented in the intersections of the three main aspects. This section discusses 

aspects of the FRAME model and analyses the project requirements of this study based 

on a FRAME model. In order to meet some criteria requirement, a short questionnaire 

(Appendix A) has been conducted to collect data from twenty HCT second year 

students.  

 

Figure  ٣.١: Koole Mobile Learning FRAME Model  
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Adapted from: Koole (٢٠٠٩, p.٢٧)  

٣.١.١ Device Aspect  

The device aspect is concerned with the technical, physical and operational 

features of mobile devices such as input and output facilities, physical characteristics, 

processor speed and storage capability. This aspect has substantial impact on the level 

of the user’s physical and psychological comfort since it is intersected with the usability 

aspect.  

Since the students will use their own devices, the brands of the students’ mobile 

devices are recorded. One of the important device aspect criteria of this project is the 

screen size. Screen size is the key limitation of handheld technology in terms of 

adopting it to deliver the learning object (Churchill, ٢٠٠٨). In addition, the visual object 

design is significantly affected by the mobile device screen size. Table ٣.١ shows 

students’ mobile devices and device screen sizes. 

Table  ٣.١: The screen and input facilities of students’ mobile devices 

NO Mobile Phone Type Input Capability Screen Size Number of 

Students  

١ Samsung Galaxy Ace Plus 

S٧٥٠٠ 

Touch Screen ٣٢٠ x ٤٨٠ pixels, ٣.٦٥ 

inches 

٢ 

٢ Nokia X٣ Alphanumeric 

keypad 

٢٤٠ x ٣٢٠ pixels, ٢.٢ 

inches 

٤ 

٣ Nokia ٦٧٠٠ classic Alphanumeric 

keypad   

٢٤٠ x ٣٢٠ pixels, ٢.٢ 

inches 

٢ 

٤ Samsung I٩١٠٠ Galaxy S II Touch Screen ٤٨٠ x ٨٠٠ pixels, ٤.٣ 

inches 

٢ 
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٥ Nokia ٥٢٥٠ Touch Screen ٣٦٠ x ٦٤٠ pixels, ٢.٨ 

inches 

٣ 

٦ Nokia C٦ Slide-out QWERTY 

keyboard + Touch 

Screen 

٣٦٠ x ٦٤٠ pixels, ٣.٢ 

inches 

٤ 

٧ Nokia ٥٨٠٠ XpressMusic Touch Screen ٣٦٠ x ٦٤٠ pixels, ٣.٢ 

inches 

٢ 

٨ Nokia Classic ٢٧٠٠ Alphanumeric 

keypad 

٢.٠ , ٣٢٠ * ٢٤٠ inches ١ 

 

Four screen sizes can be identified from table ٣.١ including ٣٢٠ x ٢٤٠ ,٤٨٠ x ٣٢٠, 

٤٨٠ x ٨٠٠ and ٣٦٠ x ٦٤٠. This variety in screen size should be taken into account in 

learning object design. 

Mobile devices have some restriction on input method compared to the desktop 

computer, since they have a limited keyboard or keypad that is designed to fit the size 

of the mobile device (Averberg et al., ٢٠٠٦). Different solutions have been proposed to 

solve mobile input limitation such as exchanging data between computers and mobile 

devices through Bluetooth technology and input text through voice (Shudong and 

Higgins, ٢٠٠٥). However, exchanging data between a desktop computer and mobile 

device may affect mobile device portability, while voice recognition technology 

requires slow voice input and has many spelling mistakes (Shudong and Higgins, ٢٠٠٥). 

Table ٣.١ shows that all of the students’ devices use alphanumeric keypad and touch 

screen input methods except one type which is equipped with two input methods: 

keyboard and touch screen. This learning system requires a lot of input from the 
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learner especially in terms of code practice. In order to minimize the required inputs, 

the system designed to provide code templates, ready to be modified by the learner.  

٣.١.٢ Learning Aspects  

Learning aspects include learner cognitive abilities, prior knowledge, motivation 

and learning through discovery and memory. This project targets second year students 

of HCT who are not involved in any programming language course. In addition, they 

are studying information technology related majors and are therefore aware of 

computing and mobile technology usage. Moreover, as mentioned in the “device 

aspect” section, they will use their own mobile devices and are thus accustomed to 

their own device. With regards to memory, context and knowledge transfer, the visual 

aids help students to more easily acquire programming language concepts (Koole , 

٢٠٠٩). In addition, practicing coding through a mobile device may support learning by 

discovery, since the output of the system is based on user input and shows different 

results in different situations. 

٣.١.٣ Social Aspects  

Social aspects include social interaction, cooperative activity and communication 

among mobile learning system actors. There are three types of actors in this system, 

including the student, the course instructor and the system administrator. In order to 

provide communication between system users, a discussion board is provided in 

addition to the communication channel between students and their tutor. 
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٣.١.٤ Device Usability Intersection  

Device usability is an intersection of the device and learning aspects. It relates to 

the learner psychological comfort and satisfaction that is affected by device 

characteristics and information manipulation within a cognitive activity in the mobile 

learning system.  According to Device Usability aspect criteria, the system should be 

accessible at any time and anywhere. Therefore, wireless technologies, rather than WI-

Fi technology, have been selected in order to provide internet access. However, WAP 

technologies are expensive and provide limited internet access speed. Hence, the 

learning objects should be light and the information should be divided into small 

chunks, in order to minimize the memory load and build learner psychological comfort 

and satisfaction. 

٣.١.٥ Social Technology Intersection 

The communication technology approaches are described within a social 

technology intersection which covers both hardware such as network devices and 

software such as system connectivity and collaboration tools. This system strongly 

depends on internet access since it is a web-based system. Thus, analysing the 

available internet service and correlated software is a crucial issue.  

Figure ٣.٢ illustrates students’ internet access subscriptions. Three situations 

have been highlighted: students with no internet access subscription, students with 

٥٠٠ MB subscription and students with ١ GB subscription. The figure emphasizes the 

importance of minimizing internet bandwidth load.  
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Figure  ٣.٢: Students’ Internet Access Subscription 

In order to minimize the bandwidth load, flash technology is used, since it is has 

a small size with illustration and interaction facilities. Therefore, the types of students’ 

mobile devices are analysed in order to determine the flash technology support within 

the mobile device browser. Table ٣.٢ shows student mobile devices with flash support 

capability. Nokia Classic ٢٧٠٠ is the only device that does not support flash technology 

and as shown in table ٣.١, only one student has a Nokia Classic ٢٧٠٠. In addition, 

Nokia Classic ٢٧٠٠ has a limited screen size.   

Table  ٣.٢: Flash Technology Support in Student Mobile Devices 

NO Mobile Phone Type Flash technology support  

١ Samsung Galaxy Ace Plus 

S٧٥٠٠ 

Adobe Flash 

٢ Nokia X٣ Adobe Flash Lite  

٣ Nokia ٦٧٠٠ classic Adobe Flash Lite 
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٤ Samsung I٩١٠٠ Galaxy S II  Adobe Flash  

٥ Nokia ٥٢٥٠ Adobe Flash Lite 

٦ Nokia C٦ Adobe Flash Lite 

٧ Nokia ٥٨٠٠ XpressMusic Adobe Flash Lite 

٨ Nokia Classic ٢٧٠٠  Not Support Flash Technology  

 

However, the future of flash technology is not secure. Adobe has stopped 

developing flash technology for use with new mobile devices and now provides new 

configurations for new mobile frameworks (OS, Browsers, etc.), since HTML٥ takes the 

role of flash technology in content design across browsers. In addition, HTML٥ is 

supported by major new mobile platforms (Winokur, ٢٠١١). However, replacing flash 

technology with HTML٥ technology will not solve the problem, due to the fact that 

HTML٥ is not supported by the majority of students’ mobile devices. Nevertheless, the 

problem can be avoided through flash to HTML٥ converting technologies such as the 

Google product, Swiffy (Gordon, ٢٠١١). Furthermore, system learning content is 

manageable; thus, changing the system content will not affect the system core design. 

٣.١.٦ Interaction Learning Intersection 

This aspect is concerned with learning and interaction theories, though with a 

strong dependency on social constructive philosophy. It expresses the need for 

distance learning; however, it emphasizes that learning through interaction with other 

people is a more powerful form of learning. Therefore, in mobile learning systems, the 

relationship between learner, experts and other learners should be considered.  
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٣.١.٧ Mobile Learning Process  

The mobile learning process is an intersection of all the aspects of the FRAME 

model which lead to an integration of the three main aspects: device, learner and 

social. In mobile learning, the natural interaction between tools and the environment 

might change the process of learning. Effective mobile learning allows the learner to 

select and assess given information in order to achieve their goal. The effective mobile 

leaning enhanced the distance learning interaction between learners and their 

instructors, course materials and learning environment. Therefore, the mobile learning 

system should make the learner more independent and allow him/her to navigate, 

assess and filter the provided information. Moreover, the nature of the instructor’s 

role should be adopted with the new learning environment.  

٣.٢ Requirement Specification  

System requirements are classified into two types of requirements: non-

functional and functional. 

٣.٢.١ Non-functional Requirements  

• The system should consider the variety of mobile device types  

• The system should allow the user to control output setting  

• The system learning content should be designed for novice programmers  

• The system learning content should be supported by visual objects  

• The system should be supported with a communication channel to provide 

interaction between the learners and between learners and their instructor  
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• The content of the system should be light and the information needs to be 

divided into small chunks  

• The student can select their own level.   

٣.٢.٢ Functional Requirements 

١. The system should identify the user with a user name and password 

٢. The system design should consider the device screen size 

٣. The system should provide online Java code compilation  

٤. The system provides a discussion board for the students to discuss 

programming related issues  

٥. The visual aid should include some interaction (if possible) 

٦. The system should be easy to use 

٧. The system should provide a management interface for the administrator to 

add students, learning content and assign instructors. 
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Chapter Four:   

٤. System Design  

This chapter discusses the project design and illustrates the system using 

different model approaches and diagrams.  

٤.١ System Logical Model Design 

Within the logical model design phase, the developer can analyse and evaluate 

the system more effectively before implementing it in reality. In addition, it helps the 

system team to communicate more easily and exchange ideas between team 

members. Moreover, it identifies the system input and highlights system activities with 

their output in order to evaluate system outcomes (Henert and Taylor-Powell, ٢٠٠٨). 

Table ٤.١ shows the system logical design model that illustrates the main system 

input: user identifier, instruction, visual learning objects, code and dialog and 

communication content. These inputs interact with three types of system users 

including administrator, learner and instructor. The administrator has no educational 

task since its responsibilities include managing the system users and system content. 

Hence, the administrator roles impact the system itself and allow the system to be 

easily and effective altered. On the other hand, the learner and instructor become 

directly involved in the learning and teaching process.  

The learner uses various types of learning approaches to acquire different 

programming knowledge. Since the declarative knowledge is normally presented 

through language and taught through explanation and written instructions (McGill and 
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Volet, ١٩٩٧), the declarative knowledge will be given in small chunks of text based 

lessons and visual learning objects. On the other hand, the procedure knowledge is 

acquired through activities and actions (McGill and Volet, ١٩٩٧). Therefore, the system 

facilitates an online code compiler to be used in mobile devices. In addition, the 

system allows the user to setup their profiles in order to achieve user satisfaction 

which may impact the learner acquisition process (Koole, ٢٠٠٩). 
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Table  ٤.١ System Logical Model 

Inputs 

 Outputs 
 

Outcomes -- Impact 

 Activities Participation  
Short Medium Long 

User Name 

Password 

 Login 

Administrator 

 

 

 

 

Instructor 

 

 

 

 

 

Learner 

 Identify user Built profile 

Enhance the system 

 

 

 

Enhance learning process  

 

 

 

Programming language 

knowledge accusation 

 Update the system  Built updated system  

Text Base lessons 

 
Access and Select 

Appropriate level 

 Learner knowledge  

navigation skill is 

developed 

Acquire declarative- 

syntactic knowledge 

Visual illustration 
 Show after Text base 

lesson 

 

Reduce memory load 
Acquire declarative-

conceptual knowledge 
Interactive visual  

illustration 

 Interact *  

Code 
 

Practice 
 

Discovery Learning 
Acquire declarative -

procedural 

Text Size 
 

Setup student profile 

 
Built learner 

psychological comfort 
Satisfaction 

Detect screen Size 
  

Message 
 Communicate   

Social interaction and 

Cooperation work 

Acquire 

strategic/conditional 

Knowledge 

Dialogue 

 

 

Discuss 

 

Problems 
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٤.٢ System Functional Model Design  

This section describes the system functional operations using Unified Modelling 

Language (UML) which uses case diagrams. The system is represented in two use case 

diagrams. The first diagram illustrates two system actors including learner and 

instructor, while the second diagram shows the administrative system operations. 

 

Figure  ٤.١ System Use Case Diagram – Mobile 
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The administrator is responsible for managing user accounts, learning contents and 

discussion groups. In addition, the type of account can be modified by the 

administrator and assigned as an instructor to particular courses. 

System Administration  

Part 

Administrator

Manage System Users

Manage Learning Content

Assign Instructors

*

*

*

*

*

*

 

Figure  ٤.٢ System Use Case Diagram - Desktop 

٤.٣ System Behaviour Model Design    

٤.٣.١ System Login 

All types of users have to log in to the system through the login screen. The 

system then identifies the user account type in order to show user options. Figure ٤.٣ 

illustrates the user input and user name and password verification in the login phase. 
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Table  ٤.٢ System Login Operation 

Operation  Login to the system  

Description  The system user has to be identified in order to specify user type, 

user options and user profile. 

Actions  • The user enters a user name and password. 

• The system validates username and password from the 

system database.  

• If the user name and password are correct, then redirect 

the user to system main menu or show error message if a 

user name and password are not valid. 

Input Username and Password  

Pre-Condition The user should have a user name and password given by the 

system administrator. 

 

 

Figure  ٤.٣ System Login 
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٤.٣.٢ System User Profile  

The main objectives of system login are security and user identification. The user 

is identified in order to allow them to build their own user profile. Figure ٤.٤ shows 

user profile update processes.  

Table  ٤.٣ Update user profile 

Operation  Update user profile 

Description  Users can set up their own profile that includes screen size and 

font size. The user configuration is stored and then retrieved 

when  needed, then implemented in the system view. 

Actions  • The system retrieves previous configuration. 

• The user modifies and saves changes. 

Input Screen Size and Font size. 

Pre-Condition The user has to be logged in. 

 

 

Figure  ٤.٤ Update User Profile 
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٤.٣.٣ System Learner Options  

After the login screen, the main options are provided based on user privilege or 

user account type. The learner can start navigating through courses, lessons, visual 

learning objects, the code practice engine and the group discussion board. In addition, 

the learner has a chance to communicate with course instructors. Figure ٤.٥ shows 

learner main menu options. 

Table  ٤.٤ System Learner options 

Operation  Learner navigation  

Description  The learner can navigate through system screens and interact 

with learning materials and tasks. 

Actions  • The learner selects a particular course and then navigates 

into course lessons. 

• Course lessons may have three options base on the lesson 

requirements: view visual aid objects, practice code online 

and mail instructor options. 

• Within each course one dissections board is established 

that helps the learner to discuss course related issues with 

course instructor and other learners. 

Input Java Code. 

Pre-Condition The user has to be logged in. 
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Figure  ٤.٥ System Learner Options
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٤.٣.٤ System Code Practice Process 

The online code compiler involves executing external commands through an 

application server; in the case of our project, the used application server is PHP. The 

first step involves saving the code in a .Java file in order to compile it and generate a 

.Class file ready to run within the server console. From the practice web page, the 

application server executes the external command to run the .Class file and return the 

output. Figure ٤.٦ illustrates these steps. 

Table  ٤.٥ Codeing Practice Activity 

Operation  Practice coding online using a mobile phone 

Description  The learner has the option to practice the tasks given in the 

course lessons online and through the mobile device. 

Actions  • The system retrieves the code template provided. 

• The user can modify the code template or test it without 

any modification. 

• When the user clicks a test button, the system store gives 

a code to the server as a .Java file then compiles it. 

• The system runs the compiled files in the server console 

then returns the output to the code practice screen. 

Input Java Code. 

Pre-Condition The user has to be logged in. 
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Figure  ٤.٦ Coding practice activity 

٤.٣.٥ Learner and Instructor Communication 

The learner can obtain instructor feedback through simple messaging service 

within the web-base application. Both the learner and instructor have their own 

mailbox to receive the messages as shown in figure ٤.٧. 

Table  ٤.٦ Learner and instructor communication 

Operation  Learner and instructor communication  

Description  Within each lesson, the learner can mail the course instructor and 

receive the feedback in his/her own mailbox. 

Actions  • The learner writes the message containing the inquiry 

about a particular lesson issue. 

• The message represented on the course instructor's 

mailbox with a reply form is provided. 

• The instructor can reply to the learner inquiry with 
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appropriate feedback. 

• The feedback is presented in the learner mailbox. 

Input Learner message and instructor feedback. 

Pre-Condition Both the learner and course instructor have to be logged in. 

 

 

Figure  ٤.٧ Learner and instructor communication 

٤.٣.٦ System Administration Panel 

Most of the system content is manageable by a web-base administrative control 

panel. The system control panel provides a set of options that helps the system 

administrator to manage the users, courses, lessons, visual learning objects and code 

templates. All administrative operations are presented in figure ٤.٨. 
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Table  ٤.٧ System administration panel 

Operation  System content management 

Description  The system administrator can manage courses, lessons, visual 

learning objects and coding template. 

Actions  • The administrator selects one of the available 

administrative options and provides required data such as 

new user details, new course details, new lesson content 

and new coding templates or manages existing content.  

• The new data or changes are stored into the system 

database. 

• The administrator can upload new learning objects and link 

them to a particular lesson. 

Input User name, user password, user account type, user student 

number, course title, course description, lesson content, lesson 

title, coding template, coding template title, learning object file 

and learning object title. 

Pre-Condition The administrator has to be logged in. 
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Figure  ٤.٨ System administration panel
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٤.٣.٧ Assign Instructor  

The default user account type is a learner account; therefore, the instructor 

accounts should be amended before being assigned to a particular course. Table ٤.٨ 

and figure ٤.٩ describe the assessing instructor process. 

Table  ٤.٨ Assign Instructor 

Operation  Assign course instructor   

Description  Each course has to be instructed by a particular tutor who 

receives learners’ inquiries. The administrator can assign one 

instructor for each course. 

Actions  • The administrator enters a user ID and retrieves user 

details. 

• The user account type is amended by the administrator 

from the learner account to the instructor account. 

• The administrator specifies an assigned instructor to a 

particular course. 

Input User ID. 

Pre-Condition The administrator has to be logged in and the instructor account 

should already be in the system. 
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Figure  ٤.٩ Assign Instructor 

٤.١ System Database Design  

All system data are stored and managed in a relational database containing 

seven tables as shown in figure ٤.١٠. Figure ٤.١٠ shows the system database entity 

relationship diagram, representing the table's columns with their associated data 

types. 
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Figure  ٤.١٠ System Database Design 
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Chapter Five:  

٥ System Implementation  

٥.١ Development Platform 

According to n-tier application architecture, the web-based applications can be 

classified as ٣-tier or ٢-tier approaches. However, the ٣-tier approach is the most 

common approach in web applications. Within web–based applications, the client or 

end user tier is represented by the web browser, while the application server manages 

the business logic tier. The database tier is handled by the database server or database 

management system (DBMS) (Exforsys Inc, ٢٠٠٧).   

Four components are required to run and develop this system: web server, 

application server, database server and Java Development Kit (JDK). 

• Web server: Several web servers are available on the web such as Microsoft 

Internet Information Services (IIS) and Apache web server. Both are suitable for 

this system. However, Apache web server has been selected since it is an open 

source project (Apache.org, n.d.). 

• PHP: PHP is a popular server-side scripting language as used for JavaServer 

Pages (JSP) and Active Server Pages (ASP) (Tarr, ٢٠١٢). Many well known sites 

are powered by PHP. For instance, the well utilised social network website 

Facebook is developed by PHP (Kerner, ٢٠١٠). In its early stage, PHP was 

designed to generate html files. Nowadays, PHP supports by most web hosting 

sites and works as an independent general-purpose development platform 
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(Tarr, ٢٠١٢). There are two main reasons behind selecting PHP for this project. 

First, a number of open source frameworks are built on PHP such as 

CodeIgniter and Zend Framework. Web application frameworks are very helpful 

to minimize the effort that is required to build a full web application. The 

second reason is related to mobile-based application development. PHP 

provides several functions for mobile-based web application developments 

such as mobile detection using the HTTP_USER_AGENT global variable (The 

PHP Group, n.d.). 

• Mysql: Mysql is the most popular open source relational database 

management system with oracle support (Oracle Corporation, n.d.a). Normally, 

it is paired with PHP (Tarr, ٢٠١٢). Therefore, it has been chosen to provide data 

storage and manipulation services. 

• JDK: Java Development Kit (JDK) is pre-required for any Java development 

activities (Oracle Corporation, n.d.b). Since this project facilitates a system user 

with an online Java compilation and testing service, the JDK has to be installed 

on the server machine. The system compiles the Java code though Java 

commands such as javac for compilation and Java command to run the 

compiled files, of which the commands are provided by JDK framework. 

٥.٢ CodeIgniter  

CodeIgniter is an PHP open source framework developed by EllisLab. It is based 

on the Model-view-controller (MVC) programming development approach. This kind of 

framework is helpful and powerful to reduce the time required to code and develop a 
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web application system (Upton, ٢٠٠٧). CodeIgniter has some distinctive features that 

distinguish it from other frameworks (EllisLab Inc, n.d.): 

• Less framework configurations. 

• Less pre-requirements and no special server configuration. 

• Clear and less coding complexity. 

٥.٢.١ CodeIgniter and MVC Implementation 

The model-view-controller (MVC) programming pattern was introduced in the 

early ١٩٧٠s in the Smalltalk project at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center 

Incorporated (PARC). Nowadays, it is popular in web applications, since it is suitable for 

the nature of a web application which is based on combining different technologies 

such as database systems, client-side scripting and server-side scripting. In addition, 

the MVC pattern separates the interface design part from the other parts which makes 

the web application easy to maintain (Freeman and Sanderson, ٢٠١١).  

As is shown in figure ٥.١, the MVC web application is divided into three main 

parts: Model, Controller and View.  Within the MVC web applications, the application 

flow starts from the application user from where the HTTP request is sent. It is then 

processed by the Controller which interacts with the Model to perform back-end 

operations such as data retrieval and manipulation. Finally, the Controller renders the 

requested web page in a particular View. 
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Figure  ٥.١ Model-View-Controller development pattern (Freeman and Sanderson, ٢٠١١) 

CodeIgniter implements the MVC development pattern with a number of extra 

libraries and help classes. Figure ٥.٢ presents the CodeIgniter applications flow.  The 

index.php works as a front controller that initializes the core application resources 

before the HTTP request is examined by the routing class. Within a routing class, the 

system determines whether a new file should be generated or a response should be 

from the cache. Moreover, CodeIgniter provides a security test and filtering for user 

input before a particular controller or model is loaded. From the controllers, the main 

libraries, helps, drivers, scripts and packages are loaded. The controller then renders 

the application output in a particular view and sends it to the user's browser (EllisLab 

Inc, n.d.b). 

 

Figure  ٥.٢ CodeIgniter Applications Flow (EllisLab Inc, n.d. b) 

This project uses three models with two main controllers, in addition to a range 

of views. Table ٥.١ illustrates the project components with a short description 

associated with each element.  
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Table  ٥.١ System Components 

File name  Type  Description  

Update_model.php  Model Holds all data manipulation functions that deal 

with existing database records. 

selection_model.php Model Holds a range of data retrieval functions.  

Login_model.php Model This model contains all login process functions 

such as user name and password validation and 

session establishment. 

insertion_model.php Model This model’s functions deal with data insertion 

into the system database.  

deletion_model.php Model Contains functions that perform data deletion 

operations. 

Login.php Controller  This controller is the main system controller 

whereby login operations are performed. In 

addition, it performs the logout task. 

Cp.php Controller  After the login validation is successful, the user is 

redirected to cp.php controller, which acts as a 

user control panel. This controller identifies user 

permissions and shows the main options screen. 

Moreover, it manages all system options such as 

administrator and learner options. 
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٥.٣ System Implementation Process 

٥.٣.١ CodeIgniter Configuration  

Codeigniter is a general purpose framework and some basic configurations are 

therefore required. Three files should be altered and a new configuration should be 

added to these three files. 

• Autoload.php: Various libraries and helper classes are frequently used and 

required in most system controllers. Therefore, the developer can configure 

autoload.php in order to load the libraries and helper classes automatically into 

all controllers. This system utilizes a database library to manage system content 

as well as a session library which manages the login process and user 

identification. Therefore, these two libraries are configured as auto-loaded 

libraries. Moreover, forms and URL helpers are configured as auto-loaded 

helpers. 

$autoload ['libraries'] = array ('database','session'); 

$autoload ['helper'] = array ('form','url');    

• Database.php: In order to establish a database connection between the web 

application and database engine, the basic database configuration should be 

provided in the database.php file. Normally, four values vary from one server to 

another including the hostname, database username, database password and 

database name. The following code represents database configurations: 

$db['default']['hostname'] = 'localhost'; 

$db['default']['username'] = 'root'; 
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$db['default']['password'] = ''; 

$db['default']['database'] = 'mobilelearning'; 

$db['default']['dbdriver'] = 'mysql'; 

$db['default']['dbprefix'] = ''; 

$db['default']['pconnect'] = TRUE; 

$db['default']['db_debug'] = TRUE; 

$db['default']['cache_on'] = FALSE; 

$db['default']['cachedir'] = ''; 

$db['default']['char_set'] = 'utf8'; 

$db['default']['dbcollat'] = 'utf8_general_ci'; 

$db['default']['swap_pre'] = ''; 

$db['default']['autoinit'] = TRUE; 

$db['default']['stricton'] = FALSE; 

• Routes.php: When the user accesses the system domain, the index.php 

receives the requests and redirects the user to the main controller. The 

routes.php file includes the main controller configuration. Thus, the login 

controller has been specified as the main controller. 

٥.٤.١ Login Screen 

Within the login controller, the system checks if any session is already 

established for the same user. In this case, the user has already logged in and the user 

session exists in the server; the user will then redirect immediately to the main 

options. In the case where there is no existing session, the system checks the user 

device through a user agent library, in order to determine whether the user’s machine 
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is a desktop or mobile device. Figure ٥.٣ shows two types of interfaces:  desktop login 

screen and mobile login screen.  

 

Figure  ٥.٣ Login Screens 

٥.٤.٢ Learner Screens Flow  

Following the login, the system main screen is viewed with four main options. 

From the first option, the learner can navigate through the learning materials and 

instruction, which are divided into courses that include a list of short instructions 

supported by visual learning objects or code practice activity. In addition, one 

discussion board is available in each course to allow both the learners and the course 

instructor to discuss course related issues. Moreover, a “Mail Instructor” is provided in 

each lesson. The second option allows the user to amend their own profile setting 

which is related to the system view including text size and user screen size. For both 

the course instructors and learners, a mail box is provided to receive learner inquires 

and instructor feedback. In the last option the user logs out from the system and the 

user session is destroyed. Figure ٥.٤ shows the system screens with the learner 

navigation flow.   
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Figure  ٥.٤ Learner Screens Flow 
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٥.٤.٣ Practice Coding Activity  

Practice coding after reading programming lessons can be essential to acquire 

programming language. The online code compiler is implemented through four steps. 

Figure ٥.٥ illustrates the code compilation process. 

 

Figure  ٥.٥ Online Code compiler process 

• The learner sends the code using the provided form in the code practice screen. 

• The system catches the input code and saves it in a .java file on the server using 

the write_file () function. 

• The system runs the external command using the shell_exec () function in order 

to compile the .java file through a server command prompt (in this case, the 

server machine is a windows based operating system). The shell_exec () 
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function returns the external command outputs; therefore, if there is a 

compilation error, it will be shown on the system screen. 

• Using shell_exec, the system runs another system command to run the 

compiled file and return the output, in order to show it on the code practice 

screen. 

٥.٤.٤ System Administration Area  

The system content is fully managed by Graphical User interface (GUI) 

administration panel which is developed for computer-based environment.  There is 

only one administrator account has been created as default, however, the system 

administrator could create other administrator accounts.  

 

Figure  ٥.٦ Online Code compiler process 
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٥.٤.٥ Cascade Style Sheet (CSS) and User Profile Setting 

The system content presentation is fully controlled by a single CSS file change 

based on the user configuration. When the user profile configures to the user a 

particular font size in the content presentation, the system loads an appropriate CSS 

file based on the user configuration. In the case of the new user account which is not 

configured, the system uses a medium size as the default configuration. The font size 

has been determined using the “EM” measurement unit. The EM unit allows the 

developers to write a scalable style sheet. It sets the font size based on user device 

preferences. For instance, when the font size is set to ٣ am, the actual font size will be 

used for the default font size multiplied by three.  Figure ٥.٦ illustrates three different 

views with different font sizes.  

 

Figure  ٥.٧ Different Font settings 
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٥.٤.٦ Testing on Different Screen Size 

Due to the variety of students’ mobile devices, the system should work in an 

appropriate way in four different screen sizes. Figure ٥.٧ shows the system in four 

different devices with different screen sizes.   
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Figure  ٥.٨ Different screen views
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Chapter Six: 

٦ System Evaluation 

In this chapter, the system usability, user satisfaction and learning outcomes will 

be evaluated with appropriate approaches.  

٦.١ Usability  

A heuristic evaluation has been conducted to highlight usability problems. Five 

evaluators have been selected using three different mobile device types with different 

screen sizes. Each evaluator is provided with a Heuristic evaluation form (APPENDEX B) 

that includes all usability principles. The evaluators were then asked to go through the 

system and test each principle and to give their observations. The Heuristic evaluation 

has ten usability principles. The following list includes the Heuristic evaluation 

principles and the highlighted issues in the evaluation. 

Visibility of system status: The evaluators identified two screens that had no heading 

or title to describe the screen content. In addition, there was no indication of the 

course name in the lessons list screen. One of the feedback issues highlighted that the 

comment form on the dissection screen and reply form on the show message screen 

are not sensitive to empty entries and do not provide any error messages when the 

user submits the form without any input. 

A match between system and real world: The system provides a good structure and is 

organized in a logical way. However, there are some weaknesses regarding the content 

orders which have been addressed in the lessons list, since the dissection board link is 
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provided before the lessons. Another issue was that the comments on the dissection 

board are presented in ascending order, thus requiring the user to read all previous 

comments before reading the new comments.  

User control and freedom: The user control is restricted in the navigation process, 

since the user cannot return to the main level from any screen. For instance, there is 

no link provided in the lesson view to return directly to the main menu or course list. 

Moreover, the “back” link on “Mail instructor” screen sent the user to the course list 

instead of undoing to the previous screen. 

Consistency and standards: The design colours are constant and provide readable 

content. Within the system design, the scrolling is limited and available as horizontal 

scrolling only. However, the mobile screen size factor prevents system developers 

from providing a constant menu that allows for the user to navigate through all system 

screens.  

Error prevention: The system does not provide confirmation messages before logout 

or exiting from the screen that shows the form. This weakness causes a loss of user 

feedback in the discussion form or mail instructor form, since the “back” button is 

placed under the submit button which means the users often mistakenly click the back 

link instead of the submit button. 

Recognition rather than recall: On the code practice screen, when the user makes a 

syntax error, the error message provided is not user friendly and it has some errors in 

numbers and technical terms. 
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Flexibility and efficiency of use: Most of the system activities are simple and no tasks 

require acceleration.  

Aesthetic and minimalist design: Due to the limited space on the system screens, the 

information provided is an abstraction of the main point of the topics.  

Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: The coding practice activity 

form is designed to save user attempts after showing the code output in order to help 

the learner to perform code correction or establish another attempt with the previous 

code. 

Help and documentation: No help or documentation is provided for the system users. 

٦.٢ Satisfaction and Effectiveness  

In order to measure user satisfaction and effectiveness, a general attitude survey 

and short exam paper has been designed. 

٦.٢.١ General Attitude Survey Design  

Before the survey questions were determined, the system aspects and activities 

were addressed. The system consists of five aspects and elements which may have an 

effect on user satisfaction including system content structure, provided information 

and lessons, visual learning objects, communication services and coding practice 

activities. All these aspects were then covered by at least one question. In addition, 

another two questions have been added to measure the overall satisfaction and 

identify mobile device types. 
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٦.٢.٢ Short Quiz Design  

A short quiz has been designed to measure system learning outcomes. The quiz 

contains five questions covering the current available lessons in the system. Table ٦.١ 

lists the quiz questions and identifies the type of programming knowledge that is 

required to answer a particular question. Due to the limited number of topics covered 

by the system content and time scale of the experiment, none of the questions 

required strategic/conditional knowledge.  

Table  ٦.١ Types of Knowledge Required to Answer the Quiz Questions 

QN Questions Type of knowledge  

١ What are the five main components of a computer 

system? 

Declarative-conceptual (١٠٠%)  

٢ List the main types of software Declarative-conceptual (١٠٠%) 

٣ What are the main components of Java code 

structure?  

Declarative-conceptual (٥٠%)  

Declarative-syntactic (٥٠%) 

٤ Why do we need the main method? Declarative-conceptual (٥٠%) 

Declarative-syntactic (٥٠%) 

٥ Write Java code that prints your name on the 

screen.  

Procedural-syntactic  (٥٠%) 

Procedural-conceptual (٥٠%) 

 

٦.٢.٣ Data Collection  

The experiment has been performed on twenty second year students from HTC 

in Oman. The system was uploaded to the collage server permanently and a short 

induction session was established for ten minutes to introduce the system and explain 

how to use it. The students were then asked to use the system for ٤٥ minutes and 
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participate in the discussion session using the system discussion board. After ٤٥ 

minutes, the general attitude survey was distributed with a short quiz to measure the 

learning outcomes. One of the students has a mobile device without flash technology 

support. Therefore, the student was given a Galaxy S٢ mobile device asked was to use 

it instead of his own mobile phone. 

٦.٢.٤ Analysis of Student’s Responses 

٦.٢.٤.١ Satisfaction Responses 

The student’s answers ranged between ١, meaning “Don’t Know” and ٥, 

indicating “strongly agree”. 

The majority of the students disagree that the system provides enough 

information. The students’ answers were ٥% strongly agree, ٢٥% agree, ٥٥% 

disagree, ١٠% strongly disagree and %٥ chose “Do not know”. It seems that 

presenting lessons as lists of points, which is similar to the lectures’ slide format, does 

not provide adequate information. However, in the case of lecture slides or notes, the 

students have the opportunity to refer to books and web resources, while this system 

does not provide this feature. On the other hand, all students believed that the system 

is well organized and well structured, whereby ٦٠% of the students chose “agree”, and 

٤٠% selected “strongly agree”. In terms of the quality of communication of the 

facilities, the students tended to rate it as acceptable,  with  ٣٠%  answering “strongly 

agree”, ٢٥% answering “agree” and ٣٥% selected “don’t know”. Seven out of ٢٠ 

students used the “mail instructor” option, whereby a relatively high percentage of 

students answered “don’t know” when asked about their use of this option, while less 
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than half of the students participated in the discussion session through the mobile 

discussion board. 

For the question on whether the visual objects provide beneficial information in 

a simple way, the student answers were ٣٥% strongly agree, ٤٠% agree and ٢٥% 

disagree. However, when the experiment was established, there were two visual 

objects, all of which were illustrative visualizations. In addition, there is only one 

interactive visual object. Therefore, this rate of satisfaction can be increased with more 

visual objects utilizing different visualization approaches.     

As expected, the user reaction to the visual learning content is strongly affected 

by mobile device types and device screen size.  Forty percent of the students were not 

satisfied with the view size of the visual content, while ٧٥% of them used mobile 

devices with ٢٤٠ x ٣٢٠ screens. The students' answers were ٥% strongly agree, ٥٥% 

agree, ٢٥% disagree, ١٥% strongly disagree and none of them answered “don’t 

know”.  

In terms of whether the practice activities were beneficial and enjoyable, ٢٥% 

answered “strongly agree”, ٣٥% agreed, ٢٠% disagreed, ٠% answered “strongly 

disagree” and ٢٠% answered “don’t know”. The number of students who avoid given 

any answer by choosing “don’t know” was noticeable; due to the complexity of code 

practicing activities; few instructions have been given about practice coding. In 

addition, only one practice activity was available in the system. 
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Finally, thirteen students rated their satisfaction as ٤ and two students rated 

their satisfaction as ٥, while five of the students rated their overall satisfaction by ٣. 

Therefore, the system overall satisfaction is ٣.٨٥.  

٦.٢.٤.٢ Learning Outcome Evaluation  

The quiz contains five questions, where each question is graded by 20% of the 

total mark. For some questions, the grade was divided according to the required 

information.  The table in Appendix E shows the student’s results.  

The first and second questions require fully declarative-conceptual knowledge. 

The majority of the students’ answers were fully or partially correct and the average 

grade was 12.5/20 for the first question and 14/20 for the second question. The rate of 

acquisition was a good rate, exceeding 60%.   

For the third and fourth questions,  there is a significant difference between 

average marks, even though they require the same type of knowledge. For both 

questions, the learning materials were given as an interactive visual illustration and in 

the same learning object. The third question answer was given as a heading of the 

flash slides while the fourth question answer was part of a slide and given as “The first 

method executed within a package”.  The term ‘application package’ was the only term 

given in the sentence that was not defined or explained. In addition, as an observation, 

the students were navigating through the system without reading all given 

information. 

The last question was slightly complex for students who do not have any prior 

programming knowledge and it is a more practical than theoretical question. It 
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requires both procedural-syntactic and procedural-conceptual knowledge. In order to 

answer this question, the student should know the Java code structure, code syntax 

and should know the Java functions that print text on the screen (consol). More than 

half of the students wrote a code that had the incorrect structure or did not answer 

the question. It seems that the method of providing a code template to solve the 

problem of the mobile device input is limited as this makes the students dependent, 

does not focus on the whole code and does not help students to acquire the coding 

syntax. 

Finally, the overall average of student grades was 43.95 out of 100 and this is 

highly likely to be affected by the first and second question grade. However, the 

majority of programming language acquisition researches measures the learning 

outcomes after a long period of time, normally one semester or after a complete 

course, since some programming language knowledge is not taught in classes and the 

students acquire it independently such as strategic/conditional knowledge (De Corte et 

al., 1992). This system is designed to work as a supporting tool for programming 

language course students and cannot replaced with the traditional teaching approach. 

Therefore, this rate outcome could be helpful. 
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Chapter seven  

٧ Conclusion and Future Work 

٧.١ Conclusion  

The number of mobile learning implementations and researches is increasing 

due to the rapid development of mobile technologies. In addition, there is an 

expansion of education subjects that tend to utilize mobile learning. This report 

illustrated the different stages of developing a mobile learning system for 

programming language acquisition, targeting novice programmers. 

The system has been facilitated with different types of learning tools in order to 

account for the variety and complexity of programming language knowledge. 

Moreover, the limitations of mobile devices were taking into account and mobile 

learning advantages were utilized. The learning materials have been given as 

structured instructions, interactive visual objects and practical activities. Furthermore, 

communication services were provided as a discussion tool and for interaction with 

course instructors.  

The system evaluation examines the system usability, system satisfaction and 

system effectiveness. The usability evaluation experiment identifies the technical 

usability problem and the problems that can be highlighted from using the system for 

a short period of time. However, the usability problems that might be revealed after a 

long period of system use were not addressed. Furthermore, the user satisfaction 
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evaluations showed a good satisfaction rate for system users. On the other hand, the 

system learning outcomes were inadequate.  

٧.٢ Recommendations 

The system can be improved and enhanced its outcomes by taking the following 

actions: 

• A complete course with all Java programming topics should be provided. 

• Produce different types of visual objects which may help the learner to analyze, 

interacts, and generates new solutions.  

• Encourage learners to use mobile devices with a good screen size such as 

Galaxy Ace, Galaxy ٢. 

• In codeing activitie interface, the system can be enhanced to catch Java syntax 

errors using PHP regular expression and provides a clear message describes the 

error. 

•  The system users can be provided with such application that alerts them when 

the user receives a message or new comment added to the discussion board. 

• The learner might be provided with external resources that can be accessed 

through mobile devices for further information. 

٧.٣ Future Work  

The system has been tested within a short period of time and with a limited 

number of programming language topics. Therefore, future work needs to implement 

and evaluate this system over a long period of time (complete semester) and cover 
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complete course topics. In addition, the rapid changes in mobile phone specifications 

and characteristics oblige us to perform some system enhancements.   
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Appendix A 

Database Tables details 

Users Table 

Column name  Data type  Note  

User_id Integer Primary key 

User_name  Varchar (٢٠٠)  

User_password Varchar (٢٠٠) The value is encrypted using 

the MD٥ hash function  

User_text_size  Integer The number represents the 

text size mode , the system 

provided three text size 

models : small , medium and 

large 

User_screen_size Integer The number represents the 

screen size mode , the 

system provided three 

screen size mode :   

٤٨٠ * ٣٢٠ ١ 

٣٢٠ * ٢٤٠ ٢ 

٨٠٠ * ٤٨٠ ٣ 

٦٤٠ * ٣٦٠ ٤ 

User_account_type  Integer There are three values can 

be used in this column each 

value indicate one user 

account type as follows : 
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١. Administrator  

٢. Learner  

٣. Instructor  

User_student_number Integer (٤)  

 

Courses Table 

Column name  Data type  Note  

Course_id Integer Primary key 

Course_name  Varchar (٢٠٠)  

Course_des Text Contains brief description for 

each course. 

Course_instructor  Integer Foreign key  

 

Lessons Table 

Column name  Data type  Note  

lesson_id Integer Primary key 

lesson_title Varchar (٢٠٠)  

lesson_content Text  

lesson_previous_lesson Integer Foreign key  

  

Practice Table 

Column name  Data type  Note  
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prc_id Integer Primary key 

prc_title 

 

Varchar (٢٠٠)  

prc_code_tmp 

 

Text Contains code template will 

presented in the practice 

area. 

prc_lesson_id Integer Foreign key  

 

Comments Table 

Column name  Data type  Note  

comm_id Integer Primary key 

comm_body Varchar (٢٠٠)  

comm_sender Text Foreign key 

comm_date   

comm_course_id Integer Foreign key  

 

Learning_object Table 

Column name  Data type  Note  

lo_id Integer Primary key 

lo_title Varchar (٢٠٠)  

lo_file_name Text Store the file name with its 

extension only 

lo_lesson_id  Foreign key  
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lo_screen_size Integer The number represents the 

screen size mode , the 

system provided three 

screen size mode :   

٤٨٠ * ٣٢٠ ١ 

٣٢٠ * ٢٤٠ ٢ 

٨٠٠ * ٤٨٠ ٣ 

٦٤٠ * ٣٦٠ ٤ 

 

Mail_box Table 

Column name  Data type  Note  

mb_id Integer Primary key 

mb_title Varchar (٢٠٠)  

mb_body Text  

mb_sender  Foreign key  

mb_reciver Integer Foreign key 

mb_sent_time   

reply_to Integer Foreign key  
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Appendix B 

Analyses Phase Questionnaire 

Q.N Quotation Answer 

Q.١ What type of mobile device you 

have? 

 

Q.٢ Have you enrolled in any 

programming language course 

before? 

�  Yes 

�  NO 

Q.٣ Do you have internet access on your 

mobile device? 

�  Yes 

�  No 

Q.٤ Do you use your mobile device to 

access internet? 

 

Q.٥ What type internet Technology is 

provided in your home area? 

�  ٢G 

�  ٣G 

Q.٦ Do you have internet service 

subscriptions? If yes, which plan? 
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Appendix C  

Heuristics Evaluation Form 

Provided Rutgers University - School of Communication and Information Website on 

[http://comminfo.rutgers.edu/] 

Heuristics Evaluation of [Mobile Learning for acquiring computer programming language 

Skills] 

By [-------------------------------------] Date [--------------------------] 

١. Visibility of system status  

• Always keep users informed about what is going on. 

• Provide appropriate feedback within reasonable time.  

 

Evaluation 

[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

٢. Match between system and the real world  

• Speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, 

rather than system-oriented terms.  

• Follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical 

order.  

 

Evaluation 
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[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

٣. User control and freedom  

Users often choose system functions by mistake. 

Provide a clearly marked "out" to leave an unwanted state without having to go through an 

extended dialogue.  

Support undo and redo.  

Evaluation 

[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

٤. Consistency and standards  

• Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions 

mean the same thing.  

• Follow platform conventions.  

Evaluation 

[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

٥. Error prevention  

• Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem 

from occurring in the first place.  

Evaluation 
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[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

٦. Recognition rather than recall  

• Make objects, actions, and options visible.  

• User should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to 

another.  

• Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever 

appropriate.  

Evaluation 

[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

٧. Flexibility and efficiency of use  

• Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed up the interaction for 

the expert user so that the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced 

users.  

• Allow users to tailor frequent actions.  

Evaluation 

[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

٨. Aesthetic and minimalist design  

• Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed.  

• Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of 

information and diminishes their relative visibility.  
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Evaluation 

[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

٩. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors  

• Expressed in plain language (no codes) 

• Precisely indicate the problem 

• Constructively suggest a solution.  

Evaluation 

[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 

١٠. Help and documentation  

• Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be 

necessary to provide help and documentation.  

• Help  information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete 

steps to be carried out, and not be too large.  

 

Evaluation 

[-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------] 
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Appendix D 

User Satisfaction Survey   

What type of mobile device do you have? -------------------------------------- 

No Dimension Strongly 

agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Don’t 

know 

١ The system provides adequate 

information. 

     

٢ The system is well structured 

and well organized. 

     

٣ The communication facility 

which is provided by the 

system is adequate and works 

as a good communication 

channel. 

     

٤ The visual contents (the 

illustration) are beneficial and 

provide information in a simple 

way. 

     

٥ The view size is practical for 

presenting visual learning 

content. 

     

٦ Practicing code through mobile 

device was beneficial and 

enjoyable. 

     

٧ Overall, I am satisfied with this 

mobile learning system. 
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Appendix E 

Assessment of Learning Outcomes 

 

Q١ : What are the five main components of a computer system? 

 

Q٢: List the main types of software? 

 

 

Q٣: What are the main components of Java code structure? 

 

 

Q٤: Why do we need the main method? 

 

 

Q٥: Write Java code that prints your name in the screen ! 
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Appendix F 

User Satisfaction Questionnaire Result 

No Dimension Strongly 

agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Don’t 

know 

١ The system provides adequate 

information. 

٥ %١٠ %٥٥ %٢٥ %٥% 

Number of students ١ ٢ ١١ ٥ ١ 

Overall satisfaction  (٥ * ١) + (٤*٥ )+ (٣ * ١١ )+(٢*٢)+ (١*١) 

٢٠ 

= ٣.١٥ 

٢ The system is well structured 

and well organized. 

٠ %٠ %٠ %٦٠ %٤٠% 

Number of students ٠ ٠ ٠ ١٢ ٨ 

Overall satisfaction (٥ * ٨) + (٤*١٢ )+ (٣ * ٠ )+(٢*٠)+ (١*٠) 

٢٠ 

= ٤.٤ 

٣ The communication facility 

which is provided by the 

system is adequate and works 

as a good communication 

channel. 

٤٠ %٠ %٥ %٢٥ %٣٠% 

Number of students ٨ ٠ ١ ٥ ٦ 

Overall satisfaction (٥ * ٦) + (٤*٥ )+ (٣ * ١ )+(٢*٠)+ (١*٨) 

٢٠ 

= ٣.٠٥ 

٤ The visual contents (the 

illustration) are beneficial and 

provide information in simple 

way. 

٠ %٠ %٢٥ %٤٠ %٣٥% 

 

Number of students ٠ ٠ ٥ ٨ ٧ 

Overall satisfaction (٥ * ٧) + (٤*٨ )+ (٣ * ٥ )+(٢*٠)+ (١*٠) 
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٢٠ 

= ٤.١ 

٥ The view size is practical for 

presenting visual learning 

content. 

٠ %١٥ %٢٥ %٥٥ %٥% 

Number of students ٠ ٣ ٥ ١١ ١ 

Overall satisfaction (٥ * ١) + (٤*١١ )+ (٣ * ٥ )+(٢*٣)+ (١*٠) 

٢٠ 

= ٣.٥ 

٦ Practicing code through mobile 

device was beneficial and 

enjoyable. 

٢٠ %٠ %٢٠ %٣٥ %٢٥% 

Number of students ٤ ٠ ٤ ٧ ٥ 

Overall satisfaction (٥ * ٥) + (٤*٧ )+ (٣ * ٤ )+(٢*٠)+ (١*٤) 

٢٠ 

= ٣.٤٥ 

٧ Overall, I am satisfied with this 

mobile learning system. 

٠ %٠ %٢٥ %٦٥ %١٠% 

Number of students ٠ ٠ ٥ ١٣ ٢ 

Overall satisfaction (٥ * ٢) + (٤*١٣ )+ (٣ * ٥ )+(٢*٠)+ (١*٠) 

٢٠ 

= ٣.٨٥ 
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Appendix G 

Short Quiz Results 

 Questions Number 
Total 

Stu
d

e
n

ts N
u

m
b

e
r 

 Q١ Q٢ Q٣ Q٤ Q٥ 

٠ ٠ ١٠ ٢٠ ١٥ ١ 45 

١٣ ٢٠ ١٥ ٢٠ ٢٠ ٢ 88 

٨ ٠ ١٠ ٢٠ ١٥ ٣ 53 

٢٠ ٠ ١٥ ٢٠ ١٥ ٤ 70 

٠ ٠ ٥ ٠ ١٠ ٥ 15 

١٦ ٠ ١٥ ٢٠ ٢٠ ٦ 71 

٠ ٠ ١٠ ٢٠ ٢٠ ٧ 50 

٠ ٠ ٥ ١٠ ٢٠ ٨ 35 

٠ ٠ ١٠ ٢٠ ٠ ٩ 30 

٧ ٢٠ ١٠ ٢٠ ٢٠ ١٠ 77 

١٦ ٠ ١٥ ٢٠ ١٠ ١١ 61 

٠ ٠ ٥ ٠ ٥ ١٢ 10 

١٣ ٠ ١٥ ١٠ ١٠ ١٣ 48 

٠ ٠ ١٠ ٠ ٢٠ ١٤ 30 

٠ ٠ ١٠ ٢٠ ٥ ١٥ 35 

٠ ٠ ٥ ١٠ ١٥ ١٦ 30 

٠ ٠ ٥ ١٠ ٥ ١٧ 20 



٩٠ 

 

٠ ٠ ١٠ ٢٠ ٥ ١٨ 35 

١٦ ٠ ١٥ ١٠ ١٥ ١٩ 56 

٠ ٠ ٥ ١٠ ٥ ٢٠ 20 

AVG 12.5 14 10 2 5.45 43.95 

 


